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Introduction 
 

This essay aims to explore the infamous soccer stadium Maracanã in Rio de Janeiro both for 
itself and as a beginning point in a greater exploration. Maracanã serves both as a notable work of 
architecture in its own right, and also as a vessel for stardom to take place. 
 What is it, exactly, that turns humans into gods? While extremely vague and fantastical, this 
question remains in the realm of the pragmatic when framed in the context of soccer, and within the even 
smaller context of one single stadium. This paper will carefully examine Maracanã in its states both 
before and after its restructuring, exploring how it acts as the empty shell, or vessel, for the athlete, 
specifically the soccer player, to reach secular sainthood. Of course, in order for this to occur there must 
be agency in the act, and therein lies a second exploration on the FIFA world cup and the spectating of 
soccer in general. Finally, this paper will explore case studies of two demi-gods and their respective 
powers with the people of not only Rio de Janeiro but, more largely, of Brazil as a whole. 
 
Modern Architecture: Cathedral in Concrete 
 

The notion of stadium acting as a religious center might initially seem ludicrous. The church—of 
any statue—at least within the Catholic realm (which, of course, is the realm in which Rio de Janeiro 
resides) still maintains a quality of craft and delicacy whether in its hand-carved wooden ornaments or its 
carefully stained glass, or even just in its smell of burning wax from a day’s-worth of lit candles. The 
stadium, as an immediate thought, stands at an immense scale, unperceivable by a single individual, and 
is formed from a construction method also unfathomable by an individual, when thinking about the 
prevalence of the “hand” within the sacred realm. Yet, the stadium is not only a heap of concrete or 
plastic or metal that imposes upon the land to intimidate individuals. And similarly, the church—whether a 
single little chapel or a massive stone cathedral—is not only a comfortable envelope for prayer. Both 
paradigms carry especially great amounts of connotations because of their respective functions in the 
larger urban scheme. 

As  Robert Trumpbour writes, in The New Cathedrals: Politics and Media in the History of 
Stadium Construction, “From the middle ages to the advent of the Industrial Revolution, many great cities 
of Europe were best known for their ornate and inspiring cathedrals…As the twentieth century unfolded, 
urban pride took a more blatantly commercial direction with the skyscraper serving as a tangible display 
of urban progress. As architects mastered construction techniques, the pervasiceness of these grand 
structures seemed to diminish a single building’s capacity to serve as a defining landmark for a given 
community. Instead, these tall buildings served as part of a larger skyline that seemed similar from city to 
city. Most of these grand buildings were intended for commerce; hence, their doors were largely closed to 
the general public… the stadium has supplanted the ancient cathedral as the most visible and 
recognizable structure in many communities (Trumpbour 1-2)”. From the perspective of modernity and 
urban planning, the stadium serves as the marker for urban pride, which previously had the position filled 
by the cathedral. Cathedrals, built from the middle ages through the late 1800s in the period of Gothic 
Survival, serve not only as centers of ritual for the citizens of a town but also exist in singularity, per town 
or community. That is, while the skyscraper became ubiquitous in modernity because of the technology to 
quickly construct without skill and with prefabricated parts, the cathedral once stood as the only center of 
a given community, boasting its largesse and allowing the single place for ritual and gatherings.  

Now, as Thomas Gaffney writes in of the Earthbound Gods: Stadiums in the Cultural Landscapes 
of Rio De Janeiro and Buenos Aires, there is a new emergent typology that serves with the same 



purposes as the cathedral, only with secular origins. Firstly, there is the urban scale at which to 
experience the stadium. Stadium building, no matter in which context, always appears as a monument 
within its origin city. “Even when stadiums are not explixitly designed as monuments, because of their 
size and public character stadiums function monumentally in a number of ways. First, they serves as 
nodes of orientation in the city…because stadiums are huge and attract a lot of people, local residents 
tend to identify with them…stadium identities are linked with teams and str5ucture subcultural identities 
within the city:…Inter or AC Milan? Chivas o Tecos de Guadalajara?” (Gaffney 22). The first level may 
seem obvious because of a stadium’s standout qualities within a city, but the role of the stadium as a 
cultural center is equally important. The way that individuals decide to negotiate with the landscape is 
indicative of patterns in urbanism. “Landscape is an expression of the power—sometimes a will to 
power—of individuals and collectives to transform the natural world” (22). As soon as the human sees 
himself as having power over another entity he begins his pursuit of deism. Having control over the 
landscape both physically and linguistically, culturally, socially, allows for the human to have broken his 
own evolutionary restraints.  
 
Origins of Ritualism and Stadiums 
 

Men have pursued deism for millennia. In fact, the earliest stadiums were built well before the 
year 0. A brief history of stadiums in most venerated ancient civilizations will provide a direct lineage to 
the topic of this exposition.  “Most will acknowledge that the original Greek stadion was built with 
reverential and religious intentions. The earliest stadiums contained only enough seats for judges and a 
few dignitaries, so remaining patrons stood along the embankment of the facility…the origins of the term 
may be derived from the Greek verb meaning “to stand” and the term stadion  literally meant “the 
standing place…The origins of the stadium could have evolved as a result of Greek ambassadors visiting 
Egypt in the sixth century BCE. Religious construction, including temples and stone columns, served as 
an initial architectural link to the earliest stadium designs…Although many of these ancient edifices may 
have been forever lost because of physical decay or replacement, archaeologists have uncovered a 
number of these ancient facilities. Panathenaic Stadium in Athens, originally built in the second century, 
was utilized for the 1896 and 2004 olympics. Evidence unearthed by modern archaeologists 
demonstrates the religious basis of the original Greek stadion. One bronze statue from approximately 490 
BCE depicts a runner with the words “I belong to Zeus” inscribed on the athlete’s right leg.” (Trumpbour 
9). The stadium’s purpose was to establish connections with divinity in Ancient Greece (Gaffney 5). Even 
in the literal sense, what barely still exists on the surface of the earth as the precursor to modern ritual of 
sports spectation originated as religious. There are to levels of spirituality in the ancient stadium 
practices: the first is the one explained above, in which the stadium itself provides a vessel for some 
experience of gathering and spectating. The second is the ritual itself. 

While the Greeks were a more pacifying culture that paid much more homage to deities of 
sentience and intelligence rather than those who involved or incited combat, “Roman athletics was a 
much more secular experience. Adapted from the circular shape of he theater rather than the rectangular 
dimensions of the Greek running track, the coliseum gives testimony to the way roman sport evolved; a 
higher priority was ascribed to the entertainment and spectator-ship. The gratuitous violence and homage 
paid to high-ranking roman leaders rather than a deity pushed a visit to the coliseum further into the realm 
of the secular” (Trumpbour 9). Roman stadium rituals, while secularizing in the sense that the “receiver” of 
the ritual was no longer a deity, still do not lose the distinct connection to religious ritual—in fact, the ritual 
just shifts from projecting gods as gods to projecting elite humans as demi-gods and gods. Thus, despite 
the fact that both these rituals and vessels had no connection to the divine like those of the Greeks, the 
Romans still simulated religious experiences. This notion of turning humans into gods is especially 
amplified in ancient Rome, where the athletic contests leave the realm of pure enjoyment and become 



fights to the death. As previously mentioned, as soon as an individual claims control over the landscape 
or another being, he begins his pursuit for deism. 

“The Romans were not as poetically inclined [as the Greeks]. They regarded bodily pursuits that 
did not have a practical end as effete. So while both the Greeks and the Romans sought bodily strength 
and perfection, the Romans did so with a docus on the battlefield performance. It is difficult to say if this 
bodily pragmatism was the chicken or the egg relative to Rome’s militaristic imperialism. However, the 
gladiatorial competitons and chariot races of the Roman empire give deep insight into the social and 
political structures and mores of Roman Society. The bloodiest and most well known of the Roman 
games were the gladiatorial contests (munera) that emerged out of funerary rites in the third century 
BCE.” (Gaffney 6). Gladiatorial contests of course evoked ideas of sacrifice as well, and whether to an 
external god or to themselves, the Romans shed blood ritualistically through somewhat routine events. 
For the Romans, it is evident that the ritual-level of these contests evokes strong senses of spirituality, but 
additionally the stadiums themselves provide the sacred vessel for these activities. 

Before the permanent structures that still stand in Rome today, “It was common to erect 
temporary wooden stadiums that served as a venue for the human and animal slaughter. Later, as the 
munera became instrumental as a political tool, these improvised stadiums took on immense 
dimensions…Only the state or the very wealthy could afford to build concrete or stone coliseums, 
amphitheatres, and circuses. The use of these spaces in the service of the state reached its height with 
the construction of 250,000-capacity Circus Maximus and the 50,000-capacity Colosseum in Rome in the 
first century CE…The archaeological remains of Roman-era stadiums stretch from North Africa to 
Scotland, from  Portugal to Asia Minor” (6-7). The temporary wooden pavilions were being inhabited and 
attended at the same frequency of a permanent structure, and additionally these wooden structures 
created no separation of class among the Roman people. The permanent structures that still exist today 
served the dual function of making space for ritual, and separating the men, or even the slaves, servants, 
and lowest class, from the common men, or plebians, from the gods and demi-gods. The class distinction 
is clear in the discussion on architectural modes of partition in both Greek and Roman stadiums: “as with 
modern stadiums, clear boundaries separated judges, participants, and spectators” (5). Not only does the 
Roman stadium separate social and economic classes, but it carries the legacy through to its modern 
cognates. With influences of the Roman empire spread all over Europe, it is evident that the power of the 
Roman stadium ,whether directly from prominent Modern Architects in Italy or indirectly through 
Portuguese colonialism, carries through to Maracanã. 

 
 



 
Figure 1. Photograph of Maracanã Stadium in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, during the opening of the World Cup 1950, still under 
construction but full of spectators.Architects: Waldir Ramos, Raphael Galvão,Miguel Feldman, Oscar Valdetaro, Pedro Paulo B. 
Bastos, Orlando Azevedo, Antônio Dias Carneiro. Image from (http://static.sportskeeda.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/05/Maracanã-2188366.jpg). 
 
Modernism and Standardization 
 

Before the exploration of the stadium itself, first it is increasingly important to understand stadium 
architecture as a whole, in the context of modern architecture, with the background of Roman and Greek 
stadiums. Stadium evolution began by allowing much of the public in similarly to the Roman wooden 
pavilion structures, and then began limiting the amount of people accessing the space to greater degrees.  
“By the first decades of the twentieth century, stadiums…had coalesced into something approximating 
their modern form. Field dimensions were standardized, spectator capacity was dependent on building 
materials and architectural know-how, and stadiums were generally dedicated solely to the hosting of 
sporting events” (14). One of the unifying paradigms of modernism in architecture is, well, unification and 
universalism. Thus, the standardization of dimensions on the horticultural side of the vessel as the 
dictation of seat capacity on the architectural side allows for the “type” to become prevalent across the 
world. The Stadium shell typology created easier access to ritualistic practice of sports because of 
universal principles of practice. “Stadium architecture is becoming more standardized, moving toward the 
concrete bowl (after Le Corbusier) as a machine for making sport. Unarguably, the rules and regulations, 
manifested in the layout of the “playing” area with its predictable lines, zones, and limits are being 
standardized. In the stadium are found predictable geometries. The “sameness” that characterizes the 
sports site makes it a global phenomenon. A soccer pitch has to have the same dimensions in London, 
England as in London, Ontario. Geography has to give way to geometry.” John Bale (ix) For 
understanding Maracanã in the context of modernism, it is evident that it is directly influenced by the 
circulation and prevalence of this typology throughout other parts of the world. Gaffney even says: “ 
European stadium models were the templates from which stadiums in many other parts of the world 
emerged, and architects from Europe were instrumental in the design and construction of stadiums in 
South America, Africa, and Asia (14).” 



As seen in the images below, one of the early examples of the use of modern style for stadium 
architecture was with the Florence Stadium designed by Pier Luigi Nervi. Originally, he practiced as an 
engineer and perfected both the material of concrete and the larger structure of the airplane hangar 
shortly before World War II broke out. This stadium is a still-standing example of his concrete shells, 
which later become more elaborate and grandiose after the war, bleeding into the realm of architecture. 
Naturally, with such a powerhouse of modern concrete stadium structures practicing in Italy and 
influencing the other global cities of Europe, Maracanã had to be comprised of similar techniques to rival 
these cities and countries directly tied to the ancients. 
 
 

 
Figures 2 and 3. Florence Stadium, Florence, Italy. built in 1932. Architect: Pier Luigi Nervi. Photos from 
(http://www.columbia.edu/cu/gsapp/BT/BSI/SHELLS_BM/flstad-1.jpg) (left) and 
(https://classconnection.s3.amazonaws.com/150/flashcards/2939150/jpg/flam-13E99C58C56600D1E69.jpg) (right).  
 
Maracanã and Modernism 
 

The explanation, now, of Maracanã is twofold. Maracanã existed as one entity in 1950, and then 
was transformed into another in the advent of the 2014 World Cup. Its first iteration was already highly 
modern, and the existence of Soccer as an organized sport in Rio de Janeiro was also already well-
established and ritualized by the time of the 1950 World Cup. The foundation of the first soccer club in 
Rio de Janeiro was 1896, the same year as the first modern Olympics in Athens  (11). Not only was 
modernism in architecture prevalent, then, in the conception of the stadium but also the ritualism of an 
already heavily practiced sport. In the advent of the World Cup of 1950, “Brazil entered World War II on 
the side of the Allies and emerged ready to assume a more central positon in world affairs…Governed by 
the Dutra military dictatorship, Brazil was looking for a way to define itself on the global stage in the early 
years of the Cold War. The hosting of the 1950 World Cup was an opportunity to diffuse a modern, 
progressive image to the rest of the world, The most visible elements of this image would be the stadiums 
that hosted the games” (68).  Brazil became ready to define itself as a global city postwar, especially as it 
previously came equipped with “Order” and “Progress” ingrained into its DNA. In 1945 there was a 
movement toward the creation of the stadium to show social progress and create a new life for the 
Brazilian people, but many rebuttals included necessity for health and education services. Since they 
physaically made less of a mark for progress, the stadium won the public funding (especially because of a 
new necessity to supercede Sao Paulo as the immediate geographical rival) and in 1946 Brazil was 
awarded the first world cup post world war II. (69). It was important to the Brazilian government at the 
time to fully engage in modernist practices not only to create a cultural center for ritualism, bread, and 
circuses, but also to create the largest outward appearance of progress possible to the world, rivaling 
cities that had been global for significantly longer.  The first modern stadiums in Latin America were self-
conscious expressions of European styles, tastes, and habits,” (35) yet was purely Brazilian because of 



its use of Brazilian Architects and Engineers to create the biggest sanctuary for a sport that was now 
completely Brazilian (70).  

What this means is very complex, but resides in notions of cannibalism, in which Brazilian culture 
devours influences such as the colonial, the modernist, the Beaux Arts style, and regurgitates them with 
more consciousness of the land, of the mix of influencing cultures, and with a wonderful output that 
illustrates the races and cultures and classes and sections of not only Rio but the country as a whole. 
Maracanã resides near Quinta de Boa Vista and was conceived as a point of intersection between people 
from all social classes to gather in a secular setting (70). This is just an example of the way in which the 
stadium served as a cultural center for all peoples in its initial iteration.  
 In its second iteration, Maracanã begins to perform differently as the cathedral. In Temples of the 
Earthbound Gods, Bale creates a chart revealing key distinctions between what is called “Modern” 
stadium architecture, “Postmodern” stadium architecture, and “Most Modern” stadium architecture. The 
focus, here, is on the first and the third terms, because Maracanã’s iterations resided in those two realms. 
Modern stadium architecture, being born from a stadium architecture that had loose to no boundaries, 
and only a slight enclosure, began to partition the enclosure into separate tiers of seating . The 
“amenities” of the stadium also included:”Fans separated by class and affiliation, stadium specific 
architecture (grandstands, owners’ boxes), specialized land use, increasing police control, regional to 
national audiences”. Modernism had been a tool for universalization in the sense that the audience of the 
game, or the distance of people arriving to the stadium now became not only regional but national. Surely 
this also allowed for Maracanã to become more well known through visitors and word-of-mouth. Most 
importantly, the cathedral was becoming a mega-cathedral, or a Duomo. 
 

 
Figures 4 and 5. Renderings of proposal for restructuring of Maracanã Stadium., Photos from 
(http://cdn.archinect.net/images/1200x/gd/gdqemmj3vm1d0tp2.jpg) (left) and (http://www.olympic.org/Global/Images/News/2013-
04/30/Rio_Foot_BIG.jpg) (right).  

 
 
Maracanã in the Contemporary 

 
Back in Bale’s chart, the “Most Modern” stadium architecture reveals control and consumption, 

including: “total crowd segregation, impermeable boundaries, media saturation, strong rules of exclusion, 
luxury boxes, corporate naming, signature architecture” Bale, (5). The present era is in the twenty-first 
century and almost two decades in, in fact. No longer is there a partitioning and compartmentalizing of an 
enclosure as in modernism, where the building is stripped to the very bare essentials. Now the 
architectural form has a “signature,” a “corporate” attachment, and continues to wind down into exclusivity 
and barring of the lower classes. “Media saturation” plays a large part in both the increased popularity of 
the sport and in the feedback loop of corporate consumption that is now involved in not only stadium 
architecture but also in the presentation of the rituals of soccer.  



In the image below, one understands the relationships between the tiers separating the spectator seats 
and their cultural and socioeconomic connotations. While seemingly subtle from the original construction 
of the stadium—of course understanding that the physical construction was not at all subtle and quite 
inconveniencing—the changing of the sections reflects the shift from purely “Modern” partitioning to the 
“Most Modern” model of increased class separation and restriction of access for the lower and middle 
classes. As Trumpbour writes: “recent stadium construction tends to have a less democratic benefit to the 
citizenry. It is predicated on provision of upscale services as a means of maintaining an image outside the 
borders of a community” (Trumpbour 59). As previously mentioned, the increased security of the stadium 
and corporate ties and media saturation are not unrelated. In fact, as  Dave Zirin writes in Brazil's Dance 
with the Devil: The World Cup, the Olympics, and the Fight for Democracy, “just as the Maracanã’s 
dramatic alterations symbolize, to many, a new, two-tiered Brazilian culture that excludes the masses, it 
can also be seen as an example of something being transformed to sell its “Brazilianness” at the expense 
of actual living, breathing Brazilians” (Zirin 27) 

 

 
Figure 6. Sectional rendering of the proposal for the restructuring of Maracanã in the advent of the 2014 World Cup. Shows the new 
structure of the seating tiers in addition to the new sun shade. Photo from (http://www.detail-
online.com/uploads/pics/Maracanã_Render_1_02.jpg).  
 



 
Figure 7. Construction photo of Maracanã in 2011 to prepare for the 2014 World cup. Photo from (http://www.stadiumguide.com/wp-
content/uploads/constr_update_0715_Maracanã.jpg).  
 

While “Brazilian-ness” does signify a very strong national identity within Brazil, and specifically 
within Rio de Janeiro, the advent of the 2014 World Cup has allowed for an outward restructuring of that 
concept in order to project a certain image to the outside. This is both to benefit tourism and the inflow to 
the utopic sanctuary that is the stadium as cathedral, but also to eventually benefit the citizens, or so is 
the presumption. “ Unfortunatly, as one David Zirin writes, regarding both construction and devotion to 
Cathedral Maracanã, “All stadiums have ghosts. Every game, every brawl, every collective howl is a new 
phantom that adds an imperceptible layer of energy to the structure. That is why an old stadium makes 
you feel that buzz of anticipation when you enter its gates. That’s also why a new stadium, no matter the 
architect’s intention, can feel as sterile and antiseptic as a hospital bathroom. Rio’s Maracanã Stadium, 
otherwise known as the ‘Sistine Chapel of international football,’ has hosted some of the most famous 
matches and concerts in the history of the world. It is also undergoing a ‘five-hundred-million-dollar-face-
lift’—but this is less a nip and tuck than a full scale vivisection…Rio activist and former professional 
soccer player Chris Gaffney described it…’killing of a popular space in order to sell Brazil’s culture to an 
international audience’…What is being ‘nipped and tucked’ is the populares section. This is where the 
masses have always stood together. The change—from the masses standing as one in the upper deck to 
a ring of luxury boxes—could not be more jarring for followers of the sport and devotees of the Maracanã” 
(Zirin 27). The luxury boxes are not meant to allow those of the lower class to enter, and so it seems that 
the placing of Maracanã in Quinta de Boa Vista as the intersection between all social classes becomes 
lost in the new restructuring of the stadium.   

Still, the media saturation, corporate sponsorship, and changing paradigm in stadium architecture 
is much more nuanced and not necessarily the evil to destroy Maracanã or other equally sacred 
cathedrals. In order for men to be raised up to divinity, as expressed earlier on in this essay, there must 
be both the vessel, or cathedral, the standout athlete, and the agency in between, or transubstantiation, 
to allow the body to become eternalized. 
 
FIFA World Cup, 2014: Transubstantiation 



 
Before leading on to the 2014 World Cup, as the “face-lifted” cathedral is now in place, there must be an 
explanation of FIFA as an organization. Just as architecture and horticulture simultaneously with 
geometry (over geography—because universalism spans all geographic borders) have standardized the 
playing field for the modern game of football, which was the football game that gained such popularity in 
Brazil in the first place, the organization holding the games and the universalizing and global tournaments 
has also standardized futbol. 
 FIFA was founded in 1904 and now has headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. FIFA not only 
organizes the World Cup and other smaller tournaments cycling around  four years, but also owns all of 
the media rights to these games “To this end, FIFA’s TV Division manages and maintains a close 
relationship with its many media rights licensees with the principal objective of delivering the best-
possible football viewing experience to screens” (FIFA.com). Essentially, FIFA is the singular platform, 
and has been since the age of mechanical and digital reproduction, for the players of the Sunday Ritual to 
become those very religious icons. FIFA’s project statement reads:  “FIFA’s primary objective is "to 
improve the game of football constantly and promote it globally in the light of its unifying, educational, 
cultural and humanitarian values, particularly through youth and development programmes. Our second 
objective is to organise international football competitions. FIFA’s goal is to touch, unite and inspire the 
world through its competitions and events. We are best known for organising the biggest single-sport 
competition in the world: the FIFA World Cup™. The revenue from this one competition enables us to 
stage around 30 tournaments every four years, which serve to develop many aspects of the game, from 
women’s and youth football to beach soccer, futbol and even the Interactive World Cup.” (FIFA.com) 
 Because of such a long-standing organization and its increased media presence, “FIFA and the 
International Olympic committee both have more member nations than the United Nations” (Gaffney 3). 
Ultimately, FIFA has not only standardized and ritualized the game of soccer by means of both 
regulations and media saturation, but has also transformed soccer into an entity beyond a sport: soccer 
has now replaced politics. This parallels the increased consumer behavior and secularism of Catholicism 
in the mechanical age of reproducibility, as written by John Tresch: “Despite the best efforts of the 
Counter Reformation adjuster, Ignatius of Loyola, and his efforts to retool the Catholic machine “for the 
greater glory of God,” this idol smashing released the accumulated charisma from the churches that had 
kept them stable, sending them out into the secular world of commerce. In the modern age, sacred 
charisma can now—must now—animate the traffic in goods and ideas; it attaches to new and different 
entities: actors, politicians, artists, writers, and explorers, as well as automobiles and wine bottles. The 
difference is that these new fame bearers exist in the open, corrosive, and impatient air of the 
marketplace, which demands with unprecedented insistence that they be replaced when tastes change. 
They can no longer hide behind the curtain of incense and Latin that kept their precursors from the fickle 
public” (Tresch). 
 
 



 
Figure 8. Rendering of the proposal for the restructuring of Maracanã for the 2014 World Cup. Shows fans celebrating Brazil in an 
utopic setting. Photo from (http://www.mondopallone.it/home/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Maracanã-2013.jpg).  
 
Ritualism and Soccer 
 

As previously mentioned in this essay, Umberto Eco uses the term “Football Sunday” to describe 
the ritual of both spectating the sanctuary from a mediated interface, or from within the cathedral itself. 
But he goes one step further to create “World Cup Sunday,” (Eco 172), which alludes to FIFA’s media 
saturation. Umberto Eco Writes, in his short essay, the World Cup and its Pomps, about the way that the 
ritual of soccer, soccer spectating, and debating about soccer spectating has replaced the debating and 
worrying about government corruption (in his case, the extremist terrorism from both Red Brigades and 
Fascists in the 1970s in Italy—for the case of Maracanã and the World Cup, the attempt to “cleanse” the 
favelas and the city of Rio for the better outward appearance). 
 
Eco Begins: 

“There’s no need to ask ourselves why the world cup has so morbidly polarized the 
attention of the public and the devotion of the mass media: From the famous story of how a 
comedy by Terence played to an empty house because there was a trained bear show 
elsewhere, and the acute observation of Roman emperors about the usefulness of circenses, to 
the shrewd use that the dictatorships (including the Argentinian) have always made of great 
competitive events, it is so clear, so evident that the majority prefers soccer of bicycle racing to 
abortion, that it isn’t even worth reflecting about. But since external pressure impels me to reflect, 
I might as well say that public opinion, especially in Italy, has never needed a nice international 
championship more than it does now. 

In fact, as I have remarked in the preceding essay, sports debate (I mean the sports 
shows, the talk about it, the talk about the journalists who talk about it) is the easiest substitute for 
political debate. Instead of judging the job done by the minister of finance (for which you have to 
know about economics, among other things), you discuss the job done by the coach; instead of 
criticizing the record of Parliament you criticize the record of the athletes’ instead of asking 
(difficult and obscure question) if such-and-such a minister signed some shady agreements with 
such-and-such a foreign power, you ask if the final or decisive game will be decided by chance, 



by athletic prowess, or by diplomatic alchemy…In short, it allows you to play at the direction of 
the government without all the sufferings, the duties, the imponderables of political debate. For 
the male adult it’s like little girls playing ladies: a pedagogical game, which teaches you how to 
occupy your proper place.” (Eco 170-171) 

“There is one thing that—even if it were considered essential—no student movement or 
urban revolt or global protest or what have you would ever be able to do. And that is to occupy 
the football field on a Sunday. 

The very idea of that sounds ironic and absurd…Not for the obvious reason, which is 
that, while a horde of students can fling Molotov cocktails on the jeeps of any police force, and at 
most (because of the laws, the necessity of national unity, the prestige of the state), no more than 
forty students will be killed; an attack on a sports field would surely cause the massacre of the 
attackers, indiscriminate, total slaughter carried out by self-respecting citizens aghast at the 
outrage.  

You can occupy a cathedral, and you’ll have a bishop who protests, some upset 
Catholics, a fringe of approving dissidents, an indulgent left-wing, the traditional secular parties 
(secretly) happy. And you can occupy a party’s headquarters, and the other parties, with or 
without a show of solidarity, will think it serves them right. But if a stadium is occupied, apart from 
the immediate reactions, the disclaiming of responsibility would be total: Church, Left, Right, 
State, Judiciary, Chinese, League of Divorce, anarchist unions, all would send the criminals to the 
pillory. So there is a deep area of the collective sensibility that no one, whether through conviction 
or demagogical calculation, will allow to be touched. And there is a profound structure of the 
social whose maximum cement, if broken up, would cause a crisis in every possible and 
associative principle, including the presence of man on earth, at least he has been present in the 
last tens of thousands of years. Sport is Man, Sport is Society” (159-160). 

 

 
Figure 9. Photo of Maracanã shown with Cristo Redentor.Two sacred monuments standing next to each other for the World Cup. 
2014. Photo from (http://cdn01.am.infobae.com/adjuntos/163/imagenes/010/470/0010470211.jpg).  
 
Ritualism and National Identity in Brazil 
 
Eco’s essay, while from around 40 years ago, resonates with issues surrounding Maracanã, FIFA, and 
Brazilian national identity. As previously mentioned, Brazilian-ness is two entirely different things when 



looking inward and projecting outward. What FIFA has helped do with the media saturation is perform in 
the way that Eco had written: it allowed for soccer to become the main focus both in the advent of and, of 
course, during the 2014 World  Cup, and to diminish the public interest and worry in issues of government 
corruption underneath. The main concern for the 2014 FIFA World Cup was the outward projection of 
image, but also the government’s necessity to make that a reality within Rio de Janeiro, or at least to 
have the people believe so. The FIFA media saturation and the government focus on the World Cup 
became reminiscent of Catholicism and its many troupes, such as indulgences and other forms of smoke 
and mirrors Martin Luther to reform in the first place. John Tresch writes: “The nominally monotheistic 
Catholic Church shifted its emphases to the collecting, copying, and exchanging of manuscripts and to 
the standardization of ecclesiastical ritual” (Tresch). These were the things that pushed Martin Luther to 
reform in the first place. As Eco expertly described in the reactions of fans, sometimes spectators might 
have heart attacks in the stands or kill each other with their fists when their teams lost. Brazil faced the 
biggest lost in World Cup history and felt those consequences, but at a national level. 

In the shocking loss to Germany in the semi-final of the 2014 World Cup, fans began to melt 
down at the sight of their home country becoming humiliated at home—the backfire to the media 
saturation was upon the city of Rio, and an NPR article summed up the sentiments by interviewing those 
fans: “[A] fan, Tassio Borges, says the loss to Germany caused something Brazilians had feared. The 
country was embarrassed on a global stage — though not because of its preparations to host the Cup, 
which many had openly questioned. "The main fear of the government was that Brazil would be 
embarrassed during the Cup," Borges said. "It didn't happen with the organization of the World Cup, but 
Brazil is now facing shame on the field." The end result, he said, would be damage for Brazil's president, 
who before Tuesday had benefited from goodwill generated by the tournament. "Before the World Cup, 
many Brazilians were angry at the expense of the games and the mismanagement of key infrastructure 
projects," [fan] Lourdes says. "Dilma Rousseff's approval ratings were on the floor." 
As the national team advanced early in the tournament, "more recent polls showed that Brazil's mood had 
improved," Lourdes adds. But last night, she says, vulgar chants broke out that denigrated Rousseff. And 
unlike all of Brazil's other games in this World Cup, the president's office didn't release a photo of her 
watching Tuesday's game, O Globo reports.” (NPR) 

The most jarring part of the entirety of reactions from the people was that of the president, who 
chose to leave herself out of any press coverage the night of the debacle. Because that was the night that 
the Brazilian national identity failed, as projected to the rest of the world, she made a move possibly of 
superstition to remove herself as a possible foreboding omen within the sacred vessel that night. For Rio 
de Janeiro, and more broadly Brazil, “The relationship between soccer and Brazil is not so much about 
sports as it is about national identity: it is the connective tissue in a country defined by different cultures 
crashing together in violence and beauty” (Zirin 87). As per the image above with Cristo Redentor 
adjacent to Maracanã, it is clear that soccer acts in the same way as this particular monument, both 
unifying the people of Rio as a microcosm of the people of Brazil under a ritual, under a common belief, 
and as a community of people of all kinds who worship the same thing. 

Celebrity in Sport: Secular Sainthood 
 
The Athlete 
 

Before uncovering the entire topic, it is necessary to ask the question at the beginning of the 
essay: What is it that raises men to secular sainthood? Understanding the context of Maracanã as a 
cathedral, both in its Modern and Most Modern iterations and the effects of FIFA as an organization on 
not only “football Sunday” but on the very recent World Cup 2014, there is now only one rung left in the 
ladder. With Maracanã as the modern cathedral and FIFA as the agency for transubstantiation, Umberto 
Eco, comments about the performance of the athlete, in relation to the medium from which he is 
presented. Eco Begins:  

“Sports activity is dominated by the idea of “waste.” In principle, every sports act is a 
waste of energy: if I fling a stone for the sheer pleasure of flinging it—not for any utilitarian end—I 
have wasted calories accumulated through the swallowing of food, earned by work. 



Now this waste—I must make myself clear—is profoundly healthy. It is the waste proper 
to play. And man, like every animal, has a physical and psychic need for play. So there is a 
recreational waste that we cannot renounce: It means being free, freeing ourselves from the 
tyranny of indispensable work. If, as I fling my stone, another man beside me aims to fling one 
still farther, the recreation takes on the form of “contest,” also a waste, of physical energy and of 
intelligence, which provides the rules of the game. But this recreational waste proves a gain. 
Races improve the race, contests develop and control the competitive spirit, they reduce innate 
aggressiveness to a system, brute force to intelligence. 

But in these definitions lurks the worm that undermines the action at the roots: Contest 
disciplines and neutralizes the aggressive charge, individual and collective. It reduces excess 
action, but it is really a mechanism to neutralize action. From this nucleus of ambiguous 
healthiness (a healthiness that is “healthy” up to the point where a boundary is crossed—as you 
can die of an excess fo that indispensable liberating exercise that is laughter, and Margutte 
explodes from exaggerated health) leads to the first degenerations of the contest: the raising of 
human beings dedicated to competition. The athlete is already a being who has hypertrophized 
one organ, who turns his body into the seat and exclusive source of a continuous play. The 
athlete is a monster, he is the Man Who Laughs, the geisha with the compressed and atrophied 
foot, dedicated to total instrumentalization. 

But the athlete as monster comes into existence at the moment when the sport is 
squared, when sport, that is, from a game played in the first person, becomes a kind of 
disinquisition on play, or rather play as spectacle for others, and hence game as played by others 
and seen by me. Sport squared equals sports performance.  

If sport (practiced) is health, like eating food, sport seen is a defrauding of health. When I 
see others play, I am doing nothing healthy… 

To be sure, someone who watches sport performed by others becomes excited as he 
watches; he yells and gesticulates, and so he is performing the physical and psychic exercise, 
and reducing aggressiveness, and disciplining his competitivity. But his reduction is not 
compensated, as when one exercises sport, by an increase of energy or by an acquired control 
and self-mastery. On the contrary, for the athletes are competing in play, but the voyeurs 
compete seriously (and, in fact, they beat up one another or die of heart failure in the 
grandstands)” (Eco 162). 

Eco carefully describes both the mechanisms of the athlete himself and of the spectators and their 
passion and devoutness in watching the athlete perform. The athlete displays a form of prowess within 
the spiritual vessel, but is described as a “monster” when inserted into the contemporary or “most-
modern,” in the terms of Gaffney and Bale, because he is now subject to complete and total manipulation 
by the media with which he is spectated. This idea is reminiscent of Andy Warhol’s Philosophy, as the 
Aura of the athlete becomes a product through the fiber optic and digital interfaces without ever having to 
meet the spectator, and is further mediated by “chatter,” as Eco calls it. 
 
The Aura 
 
Andy Warhol expertly describes the “Aura” of fame as something created by distance and mediation: 
Some company recently was interested in buying my "aura." They didn't want my product. They kept 
saying, "We want your aura." I never figured out what they wanted. But they were willing to pay a lot for it. 
So then I thought that if somebody was willing to pay that much for my it, I should try to figure out what it 
is. I think "aura" is something that only somebody else can see, and they only see as much of it as they 
want to. It's all in the other person's eyes. You can only see an aura on people you don't know very well 
or don't know at all. I was having dinner the other night with everybody from my office. The kids at the 
office treat me like dirt, because they know me and they see me every day. But then there was this nice 
friend that somebody had brought along who had never met me, and this kid could hardly believe that he 
was having dinner with me! Everybody else was seeing me, but he was seeing my "aura." When you just 
see somebody on the street, they can really have an aura. But then when they open their mouth, there 
goes the aura. "Aura" must be until you open your mouth (Warhol 28-29). The condition of the spectator is 
to admire, to become passionate—as we have seen with Eco’s descriptions of soccer fanaticism—and to 
be in awe of the celebrity because of their fame and removal from the spectator. Warhol posits that as 
soon as the spectator spends time with the celebrity, the aura is gone. Essentially, as soon as the 



celebrity no longer is a god but a human again, the aura fades. John Tresch writes about the human 
condition in relation to fame and the machine to bring a celebrity to fame from the original human state: 
“[fame machines] draw upon the human propensity to admire, to imitate, and to synchronize with our 
fellows, channeling our attention and emotions toward certain objects and individuals, magnifying them to 
supernatural proportions…The greatest kings and gods are those whose systems of amplification were 
effective enough to travel not only through space but also through time; they are “the greatest” because 
they’re the ones we know: it’s the tautology of celebrity (the famous are famous for being 
famous)” (Tresch). As previously mentioned, the fame is propagated constantly and only falls when the 
spectator has the ability to turn the god back into the human. So the next question arises: since the fall 
from sainthood is clear, what is the mechanism for the rise to sainthood? 
 
Sainthood 
 

In sports, particularly—since this is an essay on the ritualism of sport—it is also a product of the 
mediation. As built up through the explanation thus far, the agent of the stardom is the standardized or 
ritualized program; in this case, soccer as filtered by FIFA and other similar soccer-broadcasts. Eco 
writes: “This sport squared (which involves speculation and barter, selling and enforced consumption) 
generates a sport cubed, the discussion of sport as something seen. This discussion is in the first place 
that of  the sports press, but it generates in turn discussion on the sports press, and therefore sport raised 
to the nth power. The discussion on the sports press is a discourse on a discourse about watching others’ 
sport as discourse. Present-day sports, then, is essentially a discussion of the sports press…If through 
some diabolical machination… the Olympics were not to take place, but were narrated daily and hourly 
through fictitious images, nothing in the international sports system would change, nor would the sports 
discutants feel cheated” (Eco 162). Essentially Sainthood comes from an n-times mediated experience of 
the actual athletic event. The mediation involves opinions, personal and national politics, not to mention 
rivalries between teams of different regions, of different cities, of different countries. Sainthood not only 
happens to those in the highest class; sainthood reaches those with infallible skill and the draw for 
attention of spectators, and spectators of spectators. 



Figure 10. Photo of Pelé, performing his iconic bicycle kick. Photo from (http://Pelé-
sports.com.au/media/Pelé/ImageGallery/79035698_10.jpg).  
 

Dave Zirin recounts the story of Pele and his path to stardom: “Born in 1940 outside of Sao 
Paulo, Edson Arantes do Nascimento was raised in poverty. Unlike Garrincha, Pelé was a legacy athlete, 
the son of a respected Fluminese player known as Dondinho. In 1956, before his sixteenth birthday, he 
was already a prodigy, stuck with the nickname Pelé against his will for reasons that are still 
unknown…The top scorer in his league in Sao Paulo at fifteen, he would score the one-thousanth goal of 
his career thirteen years later at the Maracanã…in 1961, when Pelé was twenty, Brazilian president Janio 
Quadros declared him “a national treasure” … What Pelé was able to do like no one before him, or 
perhaps even since, was to transcend Brazil and become an international icon. His face became one with 
the most popular sport on earth, In the pre-Internet age, his global fame was rivaled only by, perhaps, 
Muhammad Ali…his stardom contributed to black athletes’ new heightened status in Brazil: a symbol of 
Brazilianness…” (Zirin 98-99). Pelé was not a star because he was a black athlete, but his secular 
sainthood inspired people from all races and classes because he was not just debated amongst his own 
class or his own neighborhood—he encompassed the Brazilian-ness that would be projected inward and 
outward. His secular sainthood unified all types of Brazilian-ness with the use of media coverage, albeit 
not “most modern,” done within a standardized sanctuary for ritual. 
Paradoxically, when bestowed with power over the people with the combination of his skill and aura, Pelé 
was politically silent. “[Pelé] never used his hyper-exalted platform to challenge any of the racism in 
Brazilian society. Instead, Pelé had an army of publicists programming his every move off the pitch. Even 
as ‘the revolt of the black athlete’ was on everyone’s lips in the 1960s, Pelé was criticizing Muhammad Ali 
for resisting the draft and refusing to fight in Vietnam. In an era where the rulers of the world were being 
challenged, Pelé met and entertained European royalty. He allowed Brazil’s dictatorship to use his image 
on postage stamps and went on ‘goodwill tours’ to newly independent African republics on behalf of 
whichever of the rotating dictators happened to be in charge. He dressed in African garb, celebrating 



Brazil in which the position of the Afro-Brazilian masses was dire. It is not that Pelé was a hardline, 
heartless right-winger as much as he was someone who chose to risk very little. The Brazilian 
government was, ultimately, his most important patron…When asked by a foreign journalist, as he 
inevitably was, about poverty in Brazil and the mushrooming growth of the favelas, Pelé’s stock answer 
was that God had made people poor and his function was to use his God-given athletic greatness to bring 
joy into their difficult lives” (100). It is evident even with the lowest-class upbringing, and even speaking 
out to people of all different races and classes, that the people of Brazil agree on one unified front: 
devotion to God—not ant God but the catholic God.  As FIFA writes in its mission statement: “Football 
can inspire communities and break down barriers. Football is for all. FIFA believes that everybody has the 
right to play football free from discrimination or prejudice and we are striving to ensure that this is the 
case” (FIFA.com). By means of Standardization of stadium architecture, dimensions and rules of the 
game, of the mediation of the game, and finally by means of a unifying entity or icon, Pelé was able to 
become a new unifying entity and unite the masses. 
 

 
Figures 11  and 12. Graphic images depicting silhouettes of Pelé and Cristo Redentor, respectively. Shows a comparison of the 
two in similar depictions in iconography. Images from (http://jailteeth.com/CR/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Pelé_logo.png) (left) and  
(http://ih2.redbubble.net/image.14457581.2803/flat,550x550,075,f.u4.jpg) (right).  
 
Pelé: Religious Icon 
 
As John Tresch writes, on iconography, “A god embodied in an endless reflecting multiplicity of forms is 
truly a god capable of a glory “brilliant on all sides”: one whose greatness is spoken and amplified not 
only by temples tuned to his vibrational frequencies but by every element of the creation” (Tresch). Pelé, 
with his unifying status similar to Cristo Redentor’s, but not limited to one depiction of himself, is truly a 
god because of his brilliance in all respects—except for political opinions. Pelé served as a secular saint 
mostly in the social sphere, and he chose that in order not to upset the masses. Because much of this 
essay is focused on the most recent World Cup in Rio de Janeiro and its stadium, it is only fitting that 
there be a description of another god that encapsulates themes throughout the essay—from Maracanã, to 
Ancient Rome, to Christ, and participated in the World Cup 2014. 
 



 
Figure 13. Photo of Julio Cesar, long-time goalkeeper for the Brazilian national team. Photo from 
(http://s.ndtvimg.com/images/content/2014/jun/806/cesar-celeb-chile.jpg).  
 
 
Julio Cesar: Divine Power 
 

In conclusion to this essay, the legacy of men becoming secular saints within cathedral stadiums 
continues into the contemporary age with an example of a hero from the most recent World Cup – Rio 
2014. Julio Cesar, not by any accident named after one of the single greatest leaders of the Roman 
Republic—a regular at the Colosseum—and  then later its dictator, and not by accident having the same 
initials as Christ himself, was the long-time goalkeeper for the Brazilian national team. In his position as a 
keeper he naturally did not rise to fame as one of the top-scorers of the national team (e.g. Pelé) had, 
simply because media coverage of all goal-oriented sports favors the offensive rather than the 
defensive—one is naturally more exciting than the other—yet his skills of saving goals has merited him a 
position among the demi-gods. Julio Cesar, in parallel with Pelé, was bestowed with power over the 
people, but unlike Pelé it manifested itself much more politically. After the aforementioned devastating 
loss to Germany 1-7, Julio Cesar was called for an interview by the official FIFA newscast, and gave a 
speech thanking God and the people of Brazil for the support through his soccer career. In an 
environment where people, in Eco’s terms, would be beating each other up in the grandstands, Julio 
Cesar gave a calm oration—not unlike Gaius Julius Caesar himself—that ended the game with dignity 
instead of riots, sadness rather than anger, and an adoring crowd of his fans from all over the world 
allowing him that power beyond what the president had done—or rather not done—that night. 



 
(EMBED YOUTUBE VIDEO IN THIS SPOT: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZZ_9siNDrg ) 
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